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About This Game

Based on a true story....

Fat Dude Simulator is a third-person indie horror. The main character is a guy called Jack. He really likes eating a lot and is
constantly eating something. This time he came to a forest to spend a couple of days far away from the city, out in the open air,
where there are no people or noise, and what is more important, no fridge. However, it turns out that a frightful creature lives in

that forest, and it starts hunting the main character. Now Jack has to rebuff the monster in order to survive.
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Title: Fat Dude Simulator
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
BiscuitGames
Publisher:
BiscuitGames
Release Date: 22 May, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15

Processor: Dual Core 2.4 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 550

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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fat dude simulator

100\/100, in this game you get to fight a forest nymph. it is extreme scary.. that is CUTE. this is the greatest game ever made..
This is so bad it's not even funny. The fat guy used is the same terrible asset from Fat Prison Simulator which just launched a
couple of months ago. Exact same terrible asset used in both games with horrid controls.
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=HmZKzswQlkI

The developer just placed him in a very small forest asset he purchased and put in a couple of super cheap monster creatures
with knock you down until you die.

This isn't the least bit of fun.. it's just frustrating to play and try to control.

No purpose. No objective. No score, No anything except cheap Unity assets mashed together for a quick easy profit.

My Score: ZERO. .. NOT Recommended!. Fat dude simulator is the latest installment in the survival horror genre

  *SPOLIER'S AHEAD*

you start off as an obese man in search of his wife, who later discovers she has been murdered. now ruined jack (the obese
protagonist) drives to a isolated forest in search of clues and revenge.

You start off with nothing but the ability to perform basic cqc (usefull for early game enemys)

then they balance it out with a shot-gun that is found in the old school-house

then you find the baseball bat and the single action army revolver in the warehouse

The way the game presents you with heart-dropping action and vivid storytelling will make you coming back for the thrill of a
lifetime.. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
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